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Modified regenerated cellulose beads functionalized with activated carbon (AC), as well as magnetic cellulose
beads of AC-Fe3O4 and AC-CoFe2O4, were synthesized. The AC was further used as adsorbent for the removal
of cationic methylene blue (MB) dye from aqueous solution. The magnetic cellulose beads possessed a high
magnetic response to an external magnetic field and their ease of recovery could be facilitated with the aid of a
magnetic field. The synthesized adsorbents were characterized using a Field Emission Scanning Electron
Microscope (FESEM), as well as by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometry and thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). In comparison with the synthesized magnetic cellulose beads, the maximum adsorption capacity
of the adsorbent beads assisted with AC, AC-Fe3O4 and AC-CoFe2O4 was of 54, 53 and 50 mg/g, respectively.
The kinetic study of the adsorption of MB dye onto the adsorbents was performed at different parameters (initial
dye concentration and temperature). The kinetics of the adsorption fit well with the pseudo-second-order model.
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INTRODUCTION
The treatment of wastewaters coming from industrial activities is a topical issue in biological and
environmental science and technology, as wastewaters represent a major cause of degradation of water
quality. Dyes originating from a wide variety of industrial sources are stable and resistant to
biodegradation because of their complex aromatic molecular structure. They are the main sources of
environmental pollution.1 The adsorption-based technology is one of the established techniques for
addressing the removal of both local and global environmental contaminants.2,3 Physical adsorption
can be a trusty alternative due to its advantages in terms of the infrastructure cost, modular design,
simplified technological design, operation and the wide availability of the adsorbents. 4,5 This method
is very dependent upon the type of the adsorbent used (e.g. activated carbon (AC), biomass, polymer,
nanomaterial etc.).6 The cost of adsorbent production is not the only factor involved in developing an
excellent adsorbent. The adsorption performance, regeneration ability and adsorbent separation are
other important features of an effective adsorbent.7
Much research has been carried out on the use of biodegradable polymers with high adsorption
capacities. The use of highly abundant low-cost renewable bioresources allows the development of
products with a low impact on the environment.8,9 Cellulose, a relatively stable polymer with high
axial stiffness and high crystallinity, is considered to be the most common renewable polysaccharide
on earth.10,11 The presence of numerous hydroxyl groups gives a cationic nature to the biopolymer and
helps cellulose, as a bioaffinity carrier material, to improve the adsorption capability.12 In recent years,
cellulose-based materials have been frequently used in water treatment studies as a biocompatible
adsorbent. However, because of its low adsorption capacity, an interesting area of research focusing
new cellulose-based composite adsorbents with high adsorption capacity has been developed.
A magnetic adsorbent is considered to be an effective and rapid adsorption separation technique
due to its better separation capability and lower energy requirement.13,14 So far, one of the most
promising ways for a novel environmental purification method is magnetic separation due to its

capability of treating a large amount of wastewater within a short period of time, without producing
contaminants, such as flocculants.15 One of the disadvantages of cellulose-based adsorbents is the
difficulty to separate them and recover. Magnetic separation is a promising strategy to promote easy
and fast recovery for valuable adsorbents and further reuse.16 Currently, Fe3O4 is widely studied in
separation technology researches due to its excellent chemical stability, simple surface modification,
cost-effective preparation, high surface area and biocompatibility, which is highly suitable in the
adsorption technology for environmental protection.17 In addition, CoFe2O4 shows an interesting
magnetic property among ferrites, which is attributed to its excellent chemical stability, moderate
saturation magnetization and mechanical hardness.
The employment of magnetic adsorbents could enhance the thermal stability and the cross-linking
density of the adsorbents.18,19 Coating Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4 with cellulose could enhance the stability of
dispersed nanoparticles by preventing their aggregation and oxidation.20 AC is one of the most widely
studied and promising adsorbents for environmental pollution control due to its high surface area and
high adsorption capability to remove a large number of organic compounds. 21 Among other low-cost
agricultural wastes, coconut shell AC has a very high dye removal capability due to the presence of
some functional groups, such as carboxylic, hydroxyl and lactone.22 So, the fabrication of new
promising adsorbents using a combination of carbon materials with magnetic Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4
particles will give some advantages. By comparing the adsorption capability of these adsorbents, we
can explore more possibilities for obtaining an adsorbent with high adsorption capacity and with ease
of recovery using a magnetic field.
In this study, a green method was used for preparing cellulose biopolymer beads as supporting
materials and for the functionalization of AC with Fe3O4/CoFe2O4 composite, with the objective of
developing an efficient adsorbent for dye removal from water. The combination of AC and magnetic
materials with cellulose was carried out to obtain novel composite adsorbents for the removal of
hazardous materials, such as dyes, from water bodies, and their adsorption behaviours were compared.
In this paper, the structure and the adsorption behaviors of the magnetic cellulose-based beads (MCB)
for the removal of methylene blue (MB) were examined and the adsorption equilibrium was evaluated.
The effects of solution pH, initial MB concentration and temperature on MB removal, as well as
kinetics, were also investigated to evaluate the desirability of the developed adsorbents for application
in the water treatment field.
EXPERIMENTAL
Materials
Raw kenaf core was supplied by the Malaysian Agricultural Research and Development Institute (MARDI).
Coconut shell activated carbon (AC) powder (200 mesh) was purchased from Bravo Green Sdn. Bhd. (Sarawak,
Malaysia). Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and urea were obtained from R&M Chemicals. Fe3O4 and 98.8% sulfuric
acid were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All the chemicals were used without further purification. Stock
solutions of methylene blue (MB) trihydrate (Sigma Aldrich) were prepared by dissolving 1 g MB powder in 1 L
distilled water. Standard calibration of diluted MB solutions was performed using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer
(Jenway 7315 Spectrophotometer) at a λmax of 664 nm. Different initial concentrations of MB dye solutions were
obtained by diluting the stock solution in accurate proportions.
The raw kenaf core was soda pulped in a digester with 25% NaOH concentration at 170 °C for 150 min. The
kenaf core pulp (KCP) was bleached using a four-stage bleaching method (DEED), as described in previous
literature.23 Stage D consisted in a treatment with 1.7% NaClO2 for 4 h at 80 °C. Stage E was an alkaline
treatment on KCP with 4-6% NaOH solution for 3 h at 80 °C. The cellulose was rinsed after every single stage to
remove the bleaching chemicals. Proper rinsing was important for removing lignin from the sample, prior to the
next stage. The bleached kenaf core cellulose was then dried for 24 h at 105 °C.
Preparation of CoFe2O4 nanocrystals
CoFe2O4 nanocrystals were synthesized by reacting CoCl2-6 H2O with a FeSO4-7H2O solution, using the
simple hydrothermal method, as it was reported in our previous study.24
Preparation of magnetic cellulose beads
Optimal extrusion dropping technology was used for the fabrication of cellulose beads. 3 g of bleached kenaf
core cellulose was dissolved in 100 g mixed solutions of NaOH/urea/distilled water at the ratio of 7:12:81 at -13
°C, under vigorous mechanical stirring, to form a transparent cellulose solution. Then, 12 wt% of AC was added
into the cellulose solution and mixed homogeneously to form AC cellulose beads, while magnetic cellulose

beads were produced by modifying AC with 5 wt% of each Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4. The formation of homogeneous
spherical modified cellulose beads was performed by adding dropwise the mixture of cellulose solution using a
syringe pump into a coagulation bath of sulfuric acid (250 mL, 10 wt%) at 20 °C. The prepared cellulose beads
were washed several times to remove excess of acidic coagulation and were kept in distilled water for further
use.
Characterization
The morphology of the prepared beads was observed with a field emission scanning electron microscope
(FESEM), and the elemental concentration was measured by energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed to study the thermal properties of freeze-dried beads as a
function of increasing temperature (from room temperature to 600 °C at a constant heating rate of 10 °C/min).
Adsorption
Different initial concentrations of MB dye solutions (500, 400, 300, 200 and 100 mg/L) were prepared by
diluting the stock solution in accurate proportions. A standard calibration of diluted MB solutions was measured
using a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (Jenway 7315 Spectrophotometer) at a λ max of 664 nm. The pH of the MB
dye solution was adjusted by adding hydrochloric acid and NaOH solution. The pH was measured using a pH
meter (Eutech pH Tester10). A calibration curve, which fitted the Beer-Lambert law, was generated for the
adsorbate solutions using a series of dilutions ranging from 0.01 to 1 mM dye solutions.
In order to study the effect of initial dye concentration on the adsorption capacity and removal percentage,
the adsorbents (AC cellulose beads, AC-CoFe2O4 and AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads were standardized as 1 gram of
dry beads) were added into a beaker. The beaker contained 100 mL fixed concentration of MB solution, with
different initial dye concentrations (500, 400, 300, 200 and 100 mg/L), at fixed pH 7 and 20 °C. The effect of
temperature was studied at 20 °C, 40 °C and 60 °C, pH 7 and an initial dye concentration of 200 mg/L was fixed.
The mixture was stirred with a magnetic stirrer at 250 rpm until it reached the adsorption equilibrium. Aliquots
of the solution (200 µL) were withdrawn at various intervals of time and were added to distilled water (in a ratio
of 1:19) in polystyrene 4 mL cuvettes. The concentration of MB was determined using a UV-Vis
spectrophotometer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of the prepared cellulose magnetic beads
FESEM images of native cellulose beads, AC cellulose beads and magnetic beads are exhibited in
Figure 1. The surface of the adsorbents presented macro- to nanoporous structures. However, the
porous structure was slightly diminished after AC was embedded, which was due to the hydrogen
bond between cellulose and AC.25 Morphological micrographs of embedded AC cellulose beads
showed almost similar structure to that of the beads functionalized with each Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4
particles. This indicated that the presence of magnetic particles on the AC and cellulose beads did not
significantly affect the porous structure of the cellulose beads.26,27
The EDX analysis and spectra of AC cellulose beads, AC-CoFe2O4 and AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads
(c) are shown in Figure 2. From this figure, it can be detected that the AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads
consisted of mainly 67.2% C (carbon), 31.1% O (oxygen) and 1.7% Fe (iron), while the AC-CoFe2O4
cellulose beads consisted of 74.6% C, 23.5% O, 1.4% Fe and 0.5% Co (cobalt).
Figure 3 shows the TGA curves of the AC cellulose beads and magnetic cellulose beads measured
in the temperature range of 29 to 600 °C. It reveals that the weight loss of the AC cellulose beads and
AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads occurred in three stages. The first stage occurred at temperatures below 100
°C and represented an about 9% weight loss. This could be the consequence of removing the adsorbed
water and residue of acetic acid.28 The second and third regions, which ranged at 150-220 °C and 250450 °C, represented weight losses of about 4% and 14%, respectively. This indicated the
decomposition of the beads and the degradation of the remaining polymer chains.29 The TGA curve of
the AC-CoFe2O4 cellulose beads showed two regions of weight loss. The first region was due to the
adsorbed water. The second region, at 120-450 °C, represented a weight loss of about 14%. The
weight loss of magnetic cellulose beads in the last degradation stage can be explained by the fact that
the decomposition of polymer would produce reducing gas, which might react with Fe3O4.18

Figure 1: Micrographs of (a) cellulose beads, (b) AC cellulose beads, (c) AC-CoFe2O4 cellulose beads and (d)
AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads

Figure 2: EDX analysis results of (a) AC cellulose beads, (b) AC-CoFe2O4 cellulose beads and (c) AC-Fe3O4
cellulose beads

Figure 3: TGA curves of AC cellulose beads and magnetic cellulose beads

Figure 3 illustrates that the addition of CoFe2O4 and Fe3O4 into the AC cellulose beads has
enhanced the thermal stability of the adsorbents. The reason could be that, as metal particles remained
within the polymer networks, they could incorporate some polymer chains in their crystalline lattice,
thereby delaying the degradation process.30 Moreover, this figure shows that the residual weight below
450 °C increased with the addition of magnetite and the prepared magnetic cellulose beads possessed
high thermal stability.
Kinetic studies on MB dye adsorption
The preliminary adsorption kinetic analysis of AC functionalized cellulose beads assisted by each
CoFe2O4 and Fe3O4 is observed in Figure 4 (a). From the observation, the neat cellulose beads show a
very low MB uptake, as it achieved the adsorption equilibrium in 20 minutes. The MB uptake kinetics
towards AC occurred in a rapid reaction and achieved the adsorption equilibrium in less than 10
minutes. Meanwhile, the MB uptake of AC functionalized cellulose beads was improved significantly
with the aid of AC, although the AC embedded in the regenerated cellulose system hindered the MB
uptake, and achieved complete adsorption after 90 minutes. Moreover, the adsorption capacity of AC
and functionalized cellulose beads showed an insignificant difference, explained by the slight change
of the overall structure after the modification. Additionally, due to the presence of magnetic particles
on the cellulose beads, the AC-CoFe2O4 and AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads possessed high affinity for
magnetic separation using an external magnetic field and could be easily recovered after water
remediation (see Fig. 4 (b)). The introduction of the AC filler with excellent adsorption properties into
the cellulose beads was aimed to improve the adsorption equilibrium of the cellulose. This has proven
the feasibility of the developed advanced adsorbents in the treatment process, revealing their potential
to be utilized in a real application in the future.
The effect of pH was investigated in the range of pH 3-9, at a fixed initial concentration of 200
mg/L at 20 °C. There was a slightly distinctive uptake of MB onto the AC cellulose beads at the series
of pH 3, 5, 7, and 9 of 19.77, 20.57, 21.27 and 21.21 mg/g, respectively. It could be confirmed that the
adsorption was mainly due to the contribution of the encapsulated AC, as it was not pH-sensitive. The
AC played an important role in the improvement of the adsorption capacity.31 Therefore, as reported
earlier, pH 7 was selected as the optimum medium.7

Figure 4: Preliminary analysis of (a) adsorption kinetics onto AC cellulose beads, AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads,
AC-CoFe2O4 cellulose beads and AC powder in 100 mg/L MB dye concentration, and (b) magnetic separation of
magnetic cellulose beads from the solution by an external magnetic field

The mechanism of adsorption on the surface of the adsorbent beads was investigated using several
kinetic models. Pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order and intraparticle diffusion equations were
used to find the best-fitted model. For the pseudo-first-order model, it was assumed that the change of
solute uptake was directly proportional to the difference in saturation concentration. The amount of
solid uptake could be defined as in Equation 1:
kt
(1)
logq e  qt   log q e  1
2.303
where k1 (min-1) is the pseudo-first-order rate constant and qe and qt are the adsorption capacity (mg g1
) of MB onto the magnetic beads at equilibrium and at time t (min), respectively.

The pseudo-second-order model explained the rate dependence on the capacity of adsorption in the
solid phase, but no dependence on the concentration of the adsorbed substance was found. It is given
in Equation 2:32
t
1
t
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where k2 (g mg-1min-1) is the pseudo-second-order rate constant of adsorption. The correlation
coefficients (R2) and kinetic parameters were obtained by non-linear plots, as shown in Figure 5 and
summarized in Table 1. The results showed the correlation coefficients’ (R2) values of the pseudosecond-order model were higher than 0.992 for all the three types of adsorbent. The adsorption
capacities calculated by the model (qe cal) were closer to experimental adsorption capacities (qe exp).
Therefore, the pseudo-second-order model could better be fitted and described best the adsorption
process of MB dye onto the AC cellulose beads and magnetic cellulose beads.
The adsorption proceeded in three main steps, including instantaneous surface adsorption,
intraparticle diffusion, and final equilibrium. In most adsorption processes, the adsorption capacity
varies almost proportionally with t1/2 rather than with t. This model is called intraparticle diffusion and
can be expressed as:

qt  k i t

1
2

(3)
where qt is the adsorption capacity at time t, and ki (mg/g min1/2) is the intraparticle diffusion constant
rate, which can be determined from the slope of the linear plot of qt versus t1/2.
Figure 6 shows the intraparticle diffusion kinetics of MB dye adsorption onto the AC cellulose
beads. From this figure, the three main steps of the intraparticle diffusion model, with different rates,
could be observed. The adsorption of MB dye at 100 mg/L dye concentration showed multi-linearity
and indicated that the adsorption of MB involved two or more steps.33 At higher concentrations, the
plots tended to represent one slope. This could be due to the simultaneous occurrence of surface
adsorption and intraparticle diffusion.34

Figure 5: Pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order plots of MB adsorption kinetics onto: (a) AC cellulose
beads, (b) AC-CoFe2O4 and (c) AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads (initial concentration)

Table 1
Pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order and intraparticle diffusion parameters for adsorption of MB dye

Adsorbents

AC
cellulose
beads

AC-Fe3O4
cellulose
beads
ACCoFe2O4
cellulose
beads

Initial dye
concentration
(mg/L)
100
200
300
400
500
100
200
300
400
500
100
200
300
400
500

Pseudo-first-order
qe exp
(mg/g)
8.309
22.244
33.343
44.9
54.236
11.281
21.727
35.1617
42.781
53.202
10.96
21.62
33.156
42.839
49.93

qe cal
(mg/g)
8.3068
21.9261
32.5090
43.6509
52.5399
11.1821
21.3857
29.3548
41.5122
51.6592
11.0899
21.1289
32.1726
41.1581
48.9675

K1
(1/min)
0.0185
0.0129
0.0108
0.0076
0.0061
0.0164
0.0103
0.0070
0.0071
0.0056
0.0138
0.0104
0.0093
0.0073
0.0050

Pseudo-second-order
R2
0.9990
0.9939
0.9869
0.9899
0.9852
0.9963
0.9919
0.9967
0.9878
0.9861
0.9946
0.9889
0.9859
0.9794
0.9946

qe exp
(mg/g)
8.309
22.244
33.343
44.9
54.236
11.281
21.727
35.1617
42.781
53.202
10.96
21.62
33.156
42.839
49.93

qe cal
(mg/g)
9.6682
25.7478
37.4816
51.5429
60.3293
13.1833
25.4617
29.713
49.3896
59.7452
13.4272
25.0957
37.0206
47.7224
57.6746

K1
(1/min)
0.0052
0.0013
0.0008
0.0004
0.0003
0.0033
0.0010
0.0005
0.0004
0.0003
0.0025
0.0011
0.0007
0.0004
0.0002

Intraparticle diffusion
R2
0.9926
0.9975
0.9950
0.9985
0.9977
0.9969
0.9980
0.9984
0.9978
0.9977
0.9935
0.9980
0.9973
0.9956
0.9980

K1
(mg/g min1/2)
0.63
1.476
1.816
2.369
2.211
0.8657
1.3864
1.6221
2.2612
2.1987
0.8851
1.3671
1.6626
2.0204
2.1746

R2
0.861
0.9108
0.909
0.935
0.9123
0.9015
0.9367
0.9343
0.9495
0.923
0.919
0.9398
0.9152
0.9354
0.9171

Figure 6: Intraparticle diffusion adsorption of MB onto: (a) AC cellulose beads, (b) AC-CoFe2O4 and (c) AC-Fe3O4
cellulose beads at a different initial concentration

Effect of initial dye concentration
Figure 5 shows the effect of contact time on the adsorption capacity of MB onto the AC cellulose
beads and magnetic cellulose beads at different initial concentrations. It was demonstrated that the
adsorption capacity of 100 mg/L of MB dye rapidly increased at the initial adsorption stage, then
continued to increase with contact time at a relatively slow rate. As mentioned before, the presence of AC
with its high adsorption capacity and large surface area, as well as the existence of abundant -OH groups
in the magnetic cellulose beads, leads to a high adsorption potential in aqueous dye solutions. The results
showed that at the beginning, the dye was adsorbed onto the exterior surface of the adsorbent beads,
which increased the adsorption rate. Then, the exterior surface became saturated, and the dyes needed to
penetrate into the bead pores to be adsorbed onto the inner surface of the adsorbent. The adsorption
process at different initial MB dye concentrations reached the equilibrium level within 90-390 min and
there was no significant difference after the equilibrium was achieved. It indicated that the equilibrium
time was an important parameter in water treatment applications. As shown in Figure 5, the MB
adsorption capacity increased with increasing initial dye concentrations, due to a significant driving force
to overcome the mass transfer resistance of the dye molecules between the solid phase adsorbent and the
liquid phases.
Moreover, results showed that the adsorption capacity of the AC cellulose beads was almost similar to
that of the AC-Fe3O4 cellulose beads and slightly higher than that of the AC-CoFe2O4 cellulose beads,
which can be attributed to the surface area and pore size.26 The presence of CoFe2O4 in the AC beads
leads to a decrease in the surface area and total pore volume, as the CoFe2O4 has a lower surface area that
covers the AC surface more than Fe3O4.26,27 It should be mentioned that the slight difference in the
adsorption capacity of the AC-CoFe2O4 beads, as compared to the AC cellulose beads, was most probably
due to the independent effect of the presence of CoFe2O4 on the pore volume of AC (as illustrated in Fig.
1).

Figure 7: Effect of temperature on the adsorption capacity of (a) AC cellulose beads, (b) AC-CoFe2O4 and (c) ACFe3O4 cellulose beads towards MB dye

Effect of temperature
Temperature is considered as another significant parameter that can affect the adsorption process of
dyes. Figure 7 shows the effect of temperature on the adsorption of MB dye onto the AC cellulose beads
and magnetic cellulose beads at pH 7 and the initial dye concentration of 200 mg/L at the temperatures of
20 °C, 40 °C and 60 °C. Temperature can affect the dyes mobility and solubility.35 If increasing
temperature causes an increase in the adsorption capacity, the adsorption process is meant as an
endothermic process.36 As shown in Figure 7, increasing the temperature caused an increase in the
adsorption capacity and the transfer of the adsorbate species towards the interior of the adsorbent. This
could be due to the increase in the mobility of the dye molecules and the increase in the number of active
sites for the adsorption.
Moreover, this adsorption improvement could be due to the chemical interaction between the
adsorbent and the adsorbate, considering the construction of some new adsorption sites. The amplified
rate of intraparticle diffusion of the adsorbate species into the activated adsorbent pores could be another
reason for improved adsorption.37-40 Therefore, the adsorption of MB dye onto the AC cellulose beads and
magnetic cellulose beads is be confirmed as an endothermic process. Economically, the contact time to
reach the equilibrium point is considered an important parameter. The resultant data show that the
equilibrium times of adsorption at 20, 40 and 60 °C were about 120, 90 and 60 min, respectively.
CONCLUSION
Embedding AC and/or magnetic particles into cellulose beads was performed successfully and cationic
MB dye was adsorbed effectively onto AC cellulose beads and magnetic cellulose beads. FESEM images
revealed that the presence of magnetic particles did not significantly affect the porosity of the cellulose
beads. TGA results indicated that the prepared cellulose beads had excellent thermal stability. The
thermal stability of the AC cellulose beads has been enhanced with the aid of CoFe2O4 and Fe3O4. The
adsorption efficiency of the AC cellulose beads was almost similar to that of the AC-Fe3O4 cellulose
beads, but slightly higher than that of the AC-CoFe2O4 cellulose beads. The adsorption process was best

described by the pseudo-second-order model. The magnetic sensitivity of the magnetic cellulose beads
under an external magnetic field provides an easy way for separating MB from water. The developed
magnetic cellulose beads could be used as effective and promising adsorbents for the removal of MB dye,
as the AC is expensive, while the adsorption efficiency of neat cellulose is not sufficient.
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